Pirellulosomes: a new type of membrane-bounded cell compartment in planctomycete bacteria of the genus Pirellula
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A distinct type of cellular organization was found in two species of the planctomycete genus Pirellula, Pirellula marina and Pirellula staleyi. Both species possess two distinct regions within the cell which are separated by a single membrane. The major region of the cell, the pirellulosome, contains the fibrillar condensed nucleoid. The other area, the polar cap region, forms a continuous layer surrounding the entire pirellulosome and displays a cap of asymmetrically distributed material at one cell pole. Immuno- and cytochemical-labelling of P. marina demonstrated that DNA is located exclusively within the pirellulosome; cell RNA is concentrated in the pirellulosome, with some RNA also located in the polar cap region.
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INTRODUCTION

The planctomycetes are a morphologically and phylogenetically distinct division of budding organisms within the domain Bacteria defined using 16S rRNA sequence analysis (Woese, 1987). They form a separate bacterial order Planctomycetales and family Planctomycetaceae (Schlesner & Stackebrandt, 1986). The cell wall of planctomycetes does not possess peptidoglycan, an almost universal polymer of domain Bacteria members. The lack of peptidoglycan is shared only with the chlamydiae and mycoplasmas among the Bacteria (König et al., 1984; Liesack et al., 1986; Stackebrandt et al., 1986b). Their cell walls appear to be largely proteinaceous (König et al., 1984; Liesack et al., 1986; Stackebrandt et al., 1986b). Negatively stained cells display distinctive pits called crateriform structures (Tekniepe et al., 1981).

One species of planctomycete, Gemmata obscuriglobus, possesses another unique feature for a member of the domain Bacteria, a nuclear body consisting of two membranes surrounding a region containing the fibrillar DNA-containing nucleoid (Fuerst & Webb, 1991). This body is visible after cryopreservation techniques such as cryosubstitution, known to prevent artefactual membrane organelles such as mesosomes (Ebersold et al., 1981), and after freeze-fracture, as well as after conventional chemical fixation without freezing. In G. obscuriglobus, as in eukaryote nuclei, there are two nuclear membranes, separated by a relatively electron-transparent space. A nucleus bounded by a double membrane has been a major distinguishing characteristic between eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells, and has not been reported for any other member of the Bacteria or member of the Archaea. Because of the occurrence of cell compartmentalization in G. obscuriglobus, it was of interest to examine other planctomycete genera and species for similar types of compartmentalization, such as members of the genus Pirellula.

P. marina and P. staleyi are brackish water and freshwater representatives of the genus Pirellula of planctomycetes which display the typical planctomycete phenotype of budding reproduction, crateriform structures and proteinaceous peptidoglycan-less cell walls (Schlesner, 1986; Schlesner & Hirsch, 1984; Liesack et al., 1986). Pirellula species differ from those of other planctomycete genera in possessing polar (rather than uniform) distribution of crateriform structures and ovoid, ellipsoidal, teardrop-like or pear-like cell shape (with one pole slightly pointed or narrower) rather than spherical cell shape (Schlesner & Hirsch, 1984; Schlesner, 1986). The phenotypic distinction of Pirellula from other planctomycetes is correlated with their phylogenetic separation as a distinct cluster of related organisms (Stackebrandt et al., 1986b; Liesack et al., 1992; Ward et al., 1995). During the course of this investigation, it was found that Pirellula species displayed a type of compartmentalization differing in several aspects from that in G. obscuriglobus, but sharing the striking feature of membrane-bounded...
separation of genomic DNA from the rest of the cell cytoplasm.

It has been shown that the standard fixation protocol used in ultrastructural studies of planctomycetes may cause gross artefacts (Lindsay et al., 1995). In the light of this, a variety of electron microscopy techniques were employed to investigate cell compartments in *Pirellula*, including cryosubstitution which is known to be less subject to artefact than chemical fixation (Graham, 1992). Chemical fixation involving ruthenium red was also applied to supply supplementary structural information, as was colloidal gold-based cytochemical labelling to examine aspects of composition.

**METHODS**

**Bacterial strains.** Strain numbers used in the text are those for the Australian Collection of Micro-organisms (ACM). ATCC (American Type Culture Collection) and DSM (Deutsche Sammlung für Mikroorganismen) strain numbers are also noted here. Strains used were *P. marina* (ATCC 49060, DSM 3645, ACM 3344) and *P. staleyi* (ATCC 27377, ACM 3744).

**Culture media and growth conditions.** *P. marina* was grown on half-strength marine agar [half-strength marine broth (Difco), 1.4% (w/v) Davis agar, autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 min] or half-strength marine broth (Difco). *P. staleyi* was grown on cauliobacter tapwater agar (2 g Bactopeptone, 1 g yeast extract, 0.2 g MgSO₄·7H₂O, 10 g Davis agar, tapwater to 1 l, autoclaved 121 °C for 15 min). All cultures were grown for 4 d at 28 °C.

**Phase-contrast light microscopy.** To examine cells by phase-contrast light microscopy, a aliquot of cell suspension grown on caulobacter tapwater agar (2 g Bactopeptone, 1 g yeast extract, 0.2 g MgSO₄·7H₂O, 10 g Davis agar, tapwater to 1 l, autoclaved 121 °C for 15 min). All cultures were grown for 4 d at 28 °C.

**Culture media and growth conditions.** *P. marina* was grown on half-strength marine agar [half-strength marine broth (Difco), 1.4% (w/v) Davis agar, autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 min] or half-strength marine broth (Difco). *P. staleyi* was grown on cauliobacter tapwater agar (2 g Bactopeptone, 1 g yeast extract, 0.2 g MgSO₄·7H₂O, 10 g Davis agar, tapwater to 1 l, autoclaved 121 °C for 15 min). All cultures were grown for 4 d at 28 °C.

**Electron microscopy**

Ruthenium red fixation. *Pirellula* cultures were swabbed off plates into 1.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde, 0.5% (w/v) osmium tetroxide and 0.15% (w/v) ruthenium red in 3 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.0 and fixed for 90 min at 4 °C. Cells were washed in 3 mM HEPES buffer for 10 min and enrobled in 2% (w/v) agarose. Cells were postfixed in 0.5% (w/v) osmium tetroxide and 0.15% (w/v) ruthenium red in 3 mM HEPES pH 7.0 at 4 °C. After washing in 3 mM HEPES buffer, cells were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and embedded in Spurr resin. Thin sections were cut on a Reichert Jung ultracut E microtome and placed on pioloform-coated copper grids. Sections were stained as described above for ruthenium red fixation. A control for non-specific labelling was performed using only rabbit anti-goat colloidal gold antibody coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold, and a control for DNA-specificity of labelling was performed using treatment with RNase A (10 U ml⁻¹, Boehringer Mannheim) for 3 h at 37 °C.

**Immunolabelling**

dsDNA. Thin sections of cryosubstituted *P. marina* on nickel grids were floated onto three drops PBS (34 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM KCl, 20 mM Na₂HPO₄, 0.4 mM KH₂PO₄, pH 7.5) before drying and floating onto RNAse-gold reagent [ribonuclease coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (British Biocell International) diluted 1:20 in PBS/BSA (1%) (v/v) for 1 h]. They were then washed on four drops PBS/BSA and subjected to the secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgM (Sigma) diluted 1:100 in PBS/BSA for 1 h. They were then given four 5 min PBS/BSA washes and then placed on a drop of rabbit anti-goat antibody coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (British Biocell International) diluted 1:20 in PBS/BSA, for 1 h. Grids were then washed and sections stained as described above for ruthenium red fixation. A control for non-specific labelling was performed using only rabbit anti-goat colloidal gold, and a control for DNA-specificity of labelling was performed using treatment with RNase A (10 U ml⁻¹, Boehringer Mannheim) for 3 h at 37 °C.

**RNA.** Freshly thin-sectioned cryosubstituted *P. marina* on nickel grids were floated section side down onto droplets of phosphate buffered saline (PBS pH 7.5) for 5 min. Grids were floated onto RNAse–gold reagent [ribonuclease coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (ICN) which had been diluted 1:1 with PBS] for 1 h at room temperature. Grids were then washed with 5 min PBS washes and 4 min washes in water. The grids were dried, stained with 5% (w/v) uranyl acetate in 50% (v/v) methanol for 3 min and then in Reynolds lead citrate for 2 min and viewed under a JEOL 1010 transmission electron microscope operated at 80 kV.

**Freeze-fracture/freeze-etch.** Cells were swabbed into 20% (v/v) aqueous glycerol and left for 2 h at room temperature. They were frozen in liquid Freon 22 and fractured using a Balzers BAE 120 fitted with a double replica fracturing device at −115 °C and 10⁻⁷ torr (1 torr = 133 Pa). For freeze-etch samples were fractured at −115 °C and etched at −100 °C for 1 min. Replicas were replaced using platinum/carbon and stabilized with a layer of carbon, then thawed, cleaned using 3% sodium hypochlorite, washed in water and picked up on pioloform-coated grids.

Cryofixation. Cells were enrobled in 2% (w/v) agarose placed on a square of regenerated cellulose filter paper (Sartorius) and plunged-frozen in liquid propane using a Reichert-Jung KF80 cryofixation unit.

**Cryosubstitution.** Two types of cryosubstitution were used. In the first, the agarose-embedded cells were cryosubstituted with 2% (w/v) osmium tetroxide in molecular-sieve-dried acetone at −80 °C for 50 h. The temperature was increased to −20 °C over 14 h. Specimens were then brought to room temperature, washed in acetone, and embedded in Spurr resin, and sectioned, stained and examined as described for ruthenium red fixation. The second type of cryosubstitution was for immunolabelling studies, and involved cryosubstitution of agarose-embedded cells with 0.2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in molecular-sieve-dried acetone at −80 °C for 50 h. The temperature was then increased to −20 °C over 14 h. Specimens were washed in acetone at −20 °C and embedded in Lowicryl K4M at −20 °C. Thin sections cut from blocks of Lowicryl were picked up on Formvar coated nickel grids.

**Immunolabelling**

dsDNA. Thin sections of cryosubstituted *P. marina* on nickel grids were floated onto three drops PBS (34 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM KCl, 20 mM Na₂HPO₄, 0.4 mM KH₂PO₄, pH 7.5) before drying and floating onto RNAse-gold reagent [ribonuclease coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (British Biocell International) diluted 1:20 in PBS/BSA (1%) (v/v) for 1 h]. They were then washed on four drops PBS/BSA and subjected to the secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgM (Sigma) diluted 1:100 in PBS/BSA for 1 h. They were then given four 5 min PBS/BSA washes and then placed on a drop of goat anti-goat antibody coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (British Biocell International) diluted 1:20 in PBS/BSA, for 1 h. Grids were then washed and sections stained as described above for ruthenium red fixation. A control for non-specific labelling was performed using only rabbit anti-goat colloidal gold, and a control for DNA-specificity of labelling was performed using treatment with RNase A (10 U ml⁻¹, Boehringer Mannheim) for 3 h at 37 °C.

**RNA.** Freshly thin-sectioned cryosubstituted *P. marina* on nickel grids were floated section side down onto droplets of phosphate buffered saline (PBS pH 7.5) for 5 min. Grids were floated onto RNAse–gold reagent [ribonuclease coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold (ICN) which had been diluted 1:1 with PBS] for 1 h at room temperature. Grids were then washed with 5 min PBS washes and 4 min washes in water. The grids were dried, stained with 5% (w/v) uranyl acetate in 50% (v/v) methanol for 2 min and then in Reynolds lead citrate for 1 min. To check specificity of RNAse–gold labelling, a negative control was included using a pre-treatment of sections with 10 mg RNase ml⁻¹ (Boehringer Mannheim) for 1 h at room temperature, which were then labelled with RNAse–gold.

**Statistical analysis of immunolabelling.** Gold particle numbers were evaluated from 20 separate cells in micrographs of immunolabelled thin sections enlarged 70000-fold. Areas (A) of the cell compartments, e.g. pirellulosome and cap, were determined by images of micrographs scanned using a video camera as input to a Wild MD30+ image analysis program, and density of labelling (N₀) calculated by the count of the number of gold particles (N₁) present over the same areas (N₂ = N₁/A). Background densities were determined for each cell used for compartment counts from the area around the cell in each micrograph.
Statistical analysis of labelling densities was performed as follows: for the case of comparisons between cell compartments, a one-tailed $t$-test was employed on log-transformed data, while for comparisons of RNase pre-treated RNase-gold labelled controls with cells treated with RNase-gold label only, a one-tailed two-sample $t$-test for random independent samples was applied on log-transformed data.

**Cytochemistry.** Freshly cut thin sections of cryosubstituted cells were stained for complex carbohydrates including glycogen and glycoproteins using phosphotungstic acid according to the method of Hayat (1991) or using tannic acid/uranyl acetate according to the methods of Azelius (1992) and Takagi et al. (1983).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Cell compartmentalization**

In both *Pirellula* species, cells processed by cryosubstitution possess two compartments, the major one of which we term here the pirellulosome (Fig. 1a, b). The pirellulosome contains the fibrillar nucleoid and also electron-dense ribosome-like particles (9–17.7 nm in diameter), resulting in the pirellulosome outside the nucleoid exhibiting the typical appearance of bacterial cytoplasm in thin sections of cryosubstituted cells. The pirellulosome is surrounded by a single double-track membrane [4.7–5.2 nm wide in *P. marina* (Fig. 1c) and 3.2–4.3 nm wide in *P. staleyi*]. The membrane separates this compartment from the second distinct compartment, an apparently ribosome-free region. Along the internal side of the pirellulosome membrane, ribosome-like particles appear to be arrayed in a linear manner (Fig. 1c), possibly indicating some transport of material such as newly synthesized protein across the pirellulosome membrane and between pirellulosome and polar cap region. This latter region displays a distinctive polar cap which forms its major portion in area, but which extends to form a narrow ring surrounding the pirellulosome. In this paper, the term ‘polar cap region’ will be used to refer to the whole non-pirellulosome compartment including the major polar area and the narrow ring area. The major polar area itself will be referred to as the ‘polar cap’. The polar cap region varies in size and texture; it can be as large as a 45% of the cell volume or as small as 9%. In many cells of both species (about 57%), the polar cap appears to be filled with electron-dense material, while in others the polar cap is more electron-transparent.

The pirellulosome, which is always the major cell compartment, contains a distinct fibrillar nucleoid visible in cryosubstituted cells, in contrast to the appearance of nucleoids of other bacteria in cryosubstituted preparations, such as that found for *Escherichia coli* and *Bacillus subtilis*, where the nucleoid comprises a thin granular material rather than thin filaments (Hobot, 1985; Ryter, 1988). Also, in those bacteria, the nucleoid in cryosubstituted material is ‘coralline’, located in large regions with several extensions penetrating the cytoplasm; in contrast, *Pirellula* strains show a relatively confined fibrillar nucleoid region, as seen in Fig. 1(a, b). The folded and rippled appearance of the nucleoid in cryosubstituted cells of both *Pirellula* species examined (most obvious in Fig. 1a) is similar to that found in chromosomes of dinoflagellate eukaryotes, even when cryosubstituted (Kellenberger, 1991a).

It is likely that the compartmentalization observed in *Pirellula* species represents the situation in the living cell, since cryosubstitution is known to give rise to fewer artefacts than other conventional chemical fixation processes (Graham, 1992; Ryter, 1988). Since they are seen in cryosubstituted cells, pirellulosomes are not likely to be the product of such artefact-generating processes as those known to give rise to ‘mesosomes’ in chemically fixed bacterial cells (Ebersold et al., 1981; Hobot et al., 1985). The appearance of living *P. marina* and *P. staleyi* as visualized by phase-contrast microscopy is also consistent with this view. Staley (1973) in the first description of *P. staleyi* noted polar differentiation in phase-contrast microscopy preparations, where cells were frequently more transparent at their narrow poles (the pole at which the cell attaches to others in rosettes). Such polar differentiation was also observed in the present study for both *P. staleyi* and *P. marina* using phase-contrast microscopy (Fig. 1d).

The polar cap region might be interpretable as merely a large periplasm between the cell wall and the cytoplasmic membrane. This would be so if the membrane surrounding the pirellulosome was in fact the cytoplasmic membrane, and if no cytoplasmic membrane surrounded the polar cap region itself. This is made problematic partly because the cytoplasmic membrane of planctomycetes is difficult to demonstrate clearly, as is common with many other bacteria in unplasmolysed cells, but apparently exacerbated by the appression of cytoplasmic membrane to the unusual cell wall of planctomycetes. However, we have determined the presence of cytoplasmic membrane appressed to the cell wall and outside the polar cap region, on the basis of several criteria, e.g. presence of double-track membrane in favourable planes of section retracted from wall in some places but continuous with membrane appressed to wall in others (the membrane becoming distinguished in retracted areas), and occasional appearance of plasmolysed polar regions retracted from the wall indicating that the polar region is part of a cytoplasmic membrane-bounded proplast including both polar region and internal membrane-bounded pirellulosome (Fig. 1e). In addition, the presence of RNA in the polar cap region attests to its probable cytoplasmic rather than periplasmic nature. Freeze-fracture results also confirm the presence of a plasma membrane (and certainly a cell boundary membrane outside the internal pirellulosome membrane).

**Ruthenium red fixation**

Major cell compartmentalization is seen in chemically fixed cells as well as cryosubstituted cells, contributing strong evidence that such compartmentalization is not induced by particular fixation protocols. Ruthenium red
Fig. 1. Thin section of cryosubstituted cell of (a) P. marina and (b) P. staleyi displaying compartmentalization into pirellulosome (P) and polar cap region (C). The pirellulosome contains a fibrillar nucleoid (N). (c) An enlarged region from the cell shown in (a) showing the single double-track membrane separating the pirellulosome from the polar cap region. Ribosome-like particles (arrows) line the pirellulosome-side surface of the membrane. (d) Phase-contrast light microscopy appearance of broth-grown cells of P. marina displaying compartmentalization into phase-dark (arrow) and phase-light regions, seen most clearly in cells comprising the central rosette. (e) Thin section of cryosubstituted cell of P. marina showing areas where plasma membrane becomes visible (arrows), including one where retraction from the cell wall of the usually tightly appressed membrane has occurred (central arrow). Bars: a–c, 0.1 μm; d, 2 μm; e, 50 nm.

fixation shows the polar cap as a heavily stained region within the cell (Fig. 2a); in contrast to its appearance after cryofixation, this area is only seen as a small area of the cell (mean 12–23%). The nucleoid is very well defined as a relatively extensive region separated from the cytoplasm of the pirellulosome. It involves a large proportion (up to 50%) of the pirellulosome, but exhibits a very distinct diffuse fibrillar structure indicative of gross nucleoid condensation, unlike cryofixation where a much less extensive region of condensed nucleoid fibrils is seen. The fibrillar condensation of the nucleoid DNA in the ruthenium-red-fixed cells is of the type expected when conventional chemical fixation is applied to typical bacterial nucleoids, in contrast to the
Fig. 2. (a) Thin section of ruthenium-red-fixed cell of *P. marina* showing compartmentalization of pirellulosome (P) and polar cap region (C) and an extensive nucleoid region (N) within the pirellulosome. Large electron-dense particles are seen within the pirellulosome towards the polar cap (arrow). (b) Freeze-fracture replica of unfixed *P. marina* showing a fracture along the pirellulosome membrane surface (PPF) revealing the outline of the pirellulosome boundaries within the cell. The plasma membrane is also visible as a separate membrane at the cell periphery (arrow). (c) Freeze-fracture replica of unfixed *P. marina* showing cross-fracture through pirellulosome and polar cap region separated by cross-fractured pirellulosome membrane. The fibrillar nucleoid (N) is also visible within the pirellulosome compartment. (d) Freeze-etch replica of glutaraldehyde-fixed *P. marina* displaying ‘dimples’ (arrows) in the plasma membrane, which displays a particulate fracture face. Bars, 0.1 μm.

granular DNA plasm of cryofixed and cryosubstituted cells as mentioned (Kellenberger, 1991a, b; Kellenberger & Arnold-Schulz-Gahmen, 1992). There are two types of electron-dense particles present within the pirellulosome. The first type are what we identify as the cells ribosomes (5–18 nm). The second are larger and more electron-dense than the ribosomes (35–52 nm), and are always seen within the pirellulosome towards the cap region (Fig. 2a). Ruthenium red is known to stain mainly acid mucopolysaccharides but it is also known to stain polar lipids, proteins, glycogen and common oligosaccharides when used with osmium
tetroxide (Hayat, 1991) (as in the present study). The heavy staining of the polar cap after ruthenium red fixation may indicate that this region is rich in polysaccharide. We cannot exclude the presence of protein or even glycoprotein in this region, however. Phosphotungstic acid or tannic acid/uranyl acetate was applied to sections to stain glycogen or glycoproteins. Although staining of polar cap was observed, it was still observed after pre-staining treatment with proteinase K or periodate oxidation, which are expected to prevent staining if it was due to proteins or carbohydrates, respectively.

**Freeze-fracture/etch**

Examination of unfixed glycerol-cryoprotected freeze-fractured cells confirmed the existence of a distinct polar cap region and of a membrane-bound pirellulosome in *Pirellula* cells. In some cases a fracture has occurred along the pirellulosome membrane surface to reveal the outline of the pirellulosome boundaries within the cell (PPF in Fig. 2b); the pirellulosome membrane is thus demonstrated to be an internal membrane with no apparent connections with the plasma membrane. We

---

**Fig. 3.** Thin section of cryosubstituted *P. marina*: (a) labelled with RNase-gold, showing extensive labelling within the pirellulosome (arrows) and low labelling within the polar cap region; (b) gold-labelled using anti-ds/ssDNA antibody, showing labelling associated with the fibrillar nucleoid (arrow) within the pirellulosome; (c) showing a rosette of cells which display compartmentalization, with electron-dense polar cap regions at the rosette centre; (d) showing the centre of a rosette which may be the result of multiple budding. Two buds (B) still attached to the mother cell (M) are seen, both of which display continuity of their cytoplasm with the polar cap of the mother cell. Bars, 0.1 μm.
interprets the membrane fracture face at the boundary of the fractured cell in Fig. 2(b) as being the plasma membrane. The cell wall in this organism is not expected to fracture since it is proteinaceous, and would require etching to have occurred to reveal its outline. In other cases the pirellulosome could be seen in cross-fracture and a region within this cross-fracture with a texture consistent with fibrillar nucleoid was apparent (Fig. 2c). When cells are glutaraldehyde-fixed and then freeze-fractured/etched, a membrane surface is revealed displaying ‘dimples’ which are often distributed at one pole, exactly like the distribution of cell wall crateriform structures in this species (Fig. 2d). We interpret this membrane surface as that of plasma membrane, containing either scars left after the stripping or removal of crateriform structures adhering to the wall during fracture or indications of the basal structures of the crateriform structures embedded in the plasma membrane. These ‘dimples’ are rarely seen in fractured replicas of unfixed cells. Such fixation may alter membrane fracture properties so that plasma membrane is more easily fractured than in unfixed material. In contrast, the pirellulosome membrane appears to be more easily fractured in unfixed cells (Fig. 2b). Thus, two different methods involving cryofixation are consistent in revealing the existence of compartmentalization of the *P. marina* cell into a pirellulosome region and a polar cap region.

**Table 1. RNA–gold label intensities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Intensity (particles μm(^{-2}) ± SEM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirellulosome</td>
<td>1120 ± 6·17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>110 ± 1·34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>40 ± 0·39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. ds/ssDNA–gold label intensity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Intensity (particles μm(^{-2}) ± SEM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleoid</td>
<td>1073 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirellulosome excluding nucleoid</td>
<td>130 ± 2·1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>1·0 ± 0·06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implications for prokaryotic cell organization, polar cell differentiation and evolutionary biology**

Thus, the pirellulosome is a membrane-bounded compartment of *Pirellula* species which compartmentalizes the genomic DNA of the cell, separating it from a second, non-DNA containing region of the cell, the polar cap region. This second compartment contains some RNA, but the major proportion of the cell’s RNA appears to be confined to the pirellulosome. In addition to RNA, the polar cap region contains a ruthenium red and phosphotungstic acid/tannic acid/uranyl acetate-stainable material which may be a polysaccharide or an unconventional glycoprotein. The pirellulosome appears to be bound continuously by a single membrane separating it from the rest of the cell (the polar cap region). This implies that since the pirellulosome contains the chromosomal DNA, there must be a transport mechanism for transfer of polar cap region components across this pirellulosome membrane. This could be analogous to those which must act in *G. obscuriglobus* with its double-membrane-bounded nucleoid and that are well-established in nucleated eukaryotic cells.

In light of our findings relating to the pirellulosome, we can now state that membrane-bounded DNA-contain-
ing regions have now been found to occur in two distinct genera of planctomycetes, Pirellula and Gemmata. However, the region in Pirellula differs from that in Gemmata in that it is apparently bounded only by a single membrane, while the nuclear body region of G. obscuriglobus is bounded by two membranes separated by an electron-transparent space (Fuerst & Webb, 1991).

In other ways the pirellulosome and nuclear body are similar, in that both contain the nucleoid and all of the cell DNA, and both contain electron-dense ribosome-like particles, in some cases arranged in a linear fashion along the inside surface of the bounding membrane or membranes. The nucleoid in cells of both genera appears to be relatively condensed, even after cryotechniques which should prevent artefactual condensation. However, the cell structure of Pirellula species differs from that of G. obscuriglobus in the concentration of RNA within the pirellulosome relative to a more even distribution of RNA both inside and outside the nuclear body of G. obscuriglobus (unpublished results). A polar cap and polar cap region do not appear in G. obscuriglobus, at least not as an asymmetrically distributed area, and the region external to the nuclear body appears to contain electron-dense ribosome-like particles, unlike the apparently ribosome-free polar cap region external to the pirellulosome of Pirellula species. An apparent connection of nuclear body membrane of G. obscuriglobus with other cell membrane is sometimes seen, explaining a possible origin from cytoplasmic membrane in-folding, but such connections have not been seen with the pirellulosome membrane.

The polar caps of P. marina and P. staleyi, a corollary of the possession of pirellulosomes, may be seen as a further example of polar differentiation known to occur already with other structures in these species. Crateriform structures occur only at the reproductive pole, the exact distribution varying with the species (Schlesner, 1986; Schlesner & Hirsch, 1984); in P. staleyi, at least, the attachment pole, by which cells in rosettes are joined for instance, is slightly pointed, and the flagellum position is at the reproductive cell pole; a holdfast is positioned at the pointed cell pole (Schlesner & Hirsch, 1984). The exact relationship of the internal cap to these other structures has yet to be determined, but there are some indications that the cap is more common at the budding pole, at least from evidence derived from thin sections of cryofixed cells. However, budding is not necessarily connected with the polar cap, since buds have been observed from either cell pole. Since in negative stain preparations budding occurs often from a slightly sub-polar position, it is difficult to unequivocally determine the relation between caps and budding. It is often difficult to determine the position of the tapered pole in freeze-fracture/etch and negatively stained preparations, where crateriform structures and buds are most easily seen, relative to thin sections, in which the narrow pole is more clearly distinguished. Where rosettes are visible in thin section, the tapered ends of the cells containing caps are at the centre of the rosette (Fig. 3c). This may indicate that some form of holdfast is correlated with the position of the polar cap. The nature of the rosette, however, in relation to its mode of initiation is not clear, since there is evidence that some rosettes may represent the result of multiple budding (Fig. 3d), rather than an aggregation of cells due to holdfasts thought to account for rosettes of Pirellula and Pirellula-like bacteria (Teknie et al., 1981; Staley et al., 1992). In Fig. 3(d), the cells involved in the centre of the rosettes display continuity between their cytoplasms and the polar cap pole of the mother cell, rather than a superficial attachment via holdfast material. Both buds exhibit septa involving in-folding of the cell walls of both mother cell and daughter bud.

The pirellulosome appears to be a unique organelle not previously reported in other bacteria, the most similar structure being the membrane-bounded nuclear body of G. obscuriglobus, which is surrounded by two membranes rather than a single membrane. Compartmentalization of cell cytoplasm within separated membrane-bounded regions is a feature of septation in bacteria displaying binary fission, formation of the forespore during sporulation in some Gram-positive bacteria such as Bacillus, formation of the unique ‘holdfast’ cells of filamentous segmented bacteria in the murine ileum with potential to form spores (Chase & Erlandsen, 1976) and in the proteobacterium Nitrosolobus (Watson et al., 1971). Both septation and Nitrosolobus compartmentalization involve cell wall in-folding, unlike the compartmentalization in Pirellula species. All Nitrosolobus intracellular compartments contain DNA, while only the pirellulosome does in Pirellula species. An analogy with the forespore stage of the bacterial endospore is not likely since there is DNA only in the pirellulosome, the pirellulosome is bounded by a single membrane only, and there is no evidence of engulfment, in-folding of cytoplasmic membrane, or more layers other than the single membrane around the pirellulosome. There is also no evidence for any fully developed spore structures separate from the mother cell or within the mother cell; no pirellulosomes are seen independent of cells within which they occur. The type of compartmentalization in Pirellula also differs from that associated with the periseptal annulus, an organelle separating the division site from the rest of the cell envelope in Gram-negative bacteria (MacAlister et al., 1983). Although it is associated with biochemical as well as morphological compartmentalization of the periplasmic space in Gram-negative bacteria (Foley et al., 1989), it is wholly confined to the periplasm and cell envelope, and does not compartmentalize the cytoplasm.

The polar intracellular organelles known as ‘polar membranes’ or ‘polar organelles’ occurring in spiral bacteria such as Rhodospirillum spp. (Hickman & Frenkel, 1965; Cohen-Bazire & Kunisawa, 1963) and in Methylomonas (De Boer & Hazeu, 1972), are completely distinct in nature from the polar cap and polar cap regions described here, since they appear to be brackets closely associated with the cytoplasmic membrane and much smaller.
Our findings concerning polar differentiation in planctomycetes can be viewed within the perspective of increasing recent interest in the basis for polar differentiation in other bacteria, including especially studies on Caulobacter crescentus but also studies on Bacillus subtilis (Gober & Marques, 1995; Arigoni et al., 1993). A freshwater planctomycete (ATCC 35122) with polar crateriform structure distribution similar to P. staleyi, and classified as a strain of the same species (Starr et al., 1983), has been shown to exhibit a life-cycle involving liberation of swarmer cells in some respects similar to that of C. crescentus, a model for cellular differentiation in prokaryotes (Tekniepe et al., 1981). The cellular differentiation into stalked and swarmer cell types in C. crescentus involves asymmetric protein positioning so that flagellar components, methyl-accepting chemotaxis receptors, and pili are directed to the incipient swarmer pole (the pole opposite to that of the stalk) (Gober & Marques, 1995). In E. coli, the Tsr, CheA and CheW proteins of the chemotaxis machinery can actually co-localize in inclusion bodies at one pole if a plasmid-borne tsr gene lacking both transmembrane domains is expressed (Maddock & Shapiro, 1993). Targeting of other types of protein to cell poles has also been reported in other bacteria, such as a haemagglutinin in Myxococcus xanthus (Nelson et al., 1981) and a specific protein IcsA in Shigella flexneri (Goldberg et al., 1993).

Since asymmetric localization of individual proteins and protein complexes to a cell pole occurs in diverse bacteria, it is not unreasonable that in some cases polar distribution of larger regions of cytoplasm might occur, perhaps initiated by the type of protein localization in membranes occurring with chemotaxis proteins in E. coli and C. crescentus. Such distribution may be similar to formation of inclusion bodies during co-localization with proteins lacking transmembrane domains.

The compartmentalization displayed by cells of Pirellula species may serve as a useful experimental model for polar differentiation at the ultrastructural level. The investigation of the molecular mechanisms of such easily measured differentiation may illuminate other studies where asymmetric localization of selected sets of molecules rather than of intracellular structures visible at the electron microscopic level of resolution correlates with cell differentiation events.

Occurrence of an internal membrane-bounded cell compartment, and especially a compartment wholly containing the genomic DNA, within two distinct genera of planctomycetes, Pirellula and Gemmata, may be significant within an evolutionary context. It is conceivable that membrane-bounded DNA-containing compartments were invented in a common ancestor of these phylogenetically related genera. The original compartment structure may then have become modified in one or both genera by acquisition or loss of one bounding membrane, and by modification of composition and function of the extra-nuclear compartment. In G. obscuriglobus, unlike Pirellula, RNA is distributed throughout the whole cell rather than being concentrated within the membrane-bounded intracellular compartment, as judged from immunocytochemistry (unpublished results). Due to the close phylogenetic relationship between the genera as members of a distinct planctomycete phylum, it seems unlikely that cell compartmentalization in each genus arose independently via convergent evolution. The pirellulosome may form another model, along with the nuclear body of G. obscuriglobus, for how an organelle which may have been ancestral to the eukaryotic nucleus could have first arisen within a prokaryotic cell.
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